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Membership
All those who have not paid their membership fees please
do so. The deadline is end of July. We need the money in
the bank to pay for the new club hut a.s.a.p.

Reduce your carbon footprint (and save club money)
If you currently receive a paper copy of the trasher but
could do without, we have a request... You can help ‘save
the planet’, save the club money and also make the editor’s
job easier by opting to go electronic. Simply email:
kcc.treasurer@googlemail.com and let us know.
All money saved will be going towards the new club hut.

Beginners BBQ
Baby Kingfishers well on the way to leaving the nest at the
End of 1* Bring Your Own BBQ Tuesday 3rd July
Meet the new fledglings by the Pavilion, where the
charcoals will be hot from 7.30pm

Improvers Course
VENUE: Rowing Club, Wilsham Road, Abingdon.
DATES: Tuesday 10th July. The course is six weeks, but
because Ian is away during August, there would be no
sessions on 14th and 21st August and the last session
would therefore be on 28th August.
TIMES: 6.30 pm to 9.00pm approx.

Buoyancy aids for children
Louise has very kindly donated to the club some old-butin-good-condition buoyancy devices for toddlers/children,
which those with young families may wish to use if they are
tempted to venture out in the open canoe. Roger has put
these items in the hut.

ABILITY: Completed Beginners Course or equivalent - BCU
One Star
EQUIPMENT: Kayak, paddle, buoyancy aid, helmet and
spraydeck will be provided. Please feel free to bring your
own if you have this equipment.

Paddlesport Open Day 8/7/07
Paddlesport would like to take this opportunity to invite you
and your club members to our second ‘Demo Day’ here at
Compton Verney on Sunday July 8th.

CLOTHING: To canoe in: Lightweight windproof jacket,
tracksuit or thermal trousers (or shorts if warm). Thermal
T-shirt, woolly jumper or fleece. Old trainers or shoes tied
on (i.e. they should not fall off ). Wet-suit boots if you
have them. Please do not feel you have to buy anything
especially for this course. YOU SHOULD BE PREPARED TO
GET WET IN THESE CLOTHES. Towel and change of clothes.

Once again, we will be working together with the leading
canoe and kayak manufacturers, to host a free demo day.

FACILITIES: NONE – We work from the riverbank, but we do
have a toilet.

If you’re thinking about buying a new canoe, kayak,
inflatable or sit-on-top, this event will give you the
opportunity to try lots of boats and draw on the advice and
experience of our staff and the manufacturers themselves.

COACH: Ian Domville – BCU L3 Coach

We will also be running a selection of courses and
workshops during the day.

CONTACT: Club Secretary

If you would like any more information, please feel free to
get in touch, or visit the link below:
http://www.paddlesport.co.uk/news-and-events/events
/paddlesport-demo-day

Kayakojacko visit
Currently arranging with Jacko for their team to visit our
club on July 4th. More details to follow.
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ASSISTANTS: TBC.
COST: TBC.

Random Ramblings from the monthly meeting
June 8th, 2007
A few items I managed to capture from the monthly
meeting in The Fox:
Scotland Trip – Fred is currently arranging for 20-27th Oct.
Contact him if interested.
Aunt Sally – Dave S is arranging for Fri 13th July. Details
to follow.
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PYCC Tryweryn trip – Dave S arranging for 7/8 July.
Contact him if interested in joining.

How not to perform a roll…

Washburn – Dave S has details of a short ‘triathlon’ style
event. Contact Dave if interested.

Just had to publish this email.…
Kent (Dixon)
You guys going 2night?

Enjoy dealing with people? – Dave H
As mentioned in the last AGM, I will be standing down as
Club Secretary in September. I will have had the role for 2.5
years and it’s time for a new person with a fresh approach
to take over. It doesn’t take up too much time and is great
fun (no honest!). The main responsibility is to be the contact
for the club. These days this is mainly via email although
there is the occasional phone call. The majority of enquiries
are from people that want to take up canoeing or are
already paddlers and want to join our club. Either way it
is important to ensure their first contact with the club is a
good experience. Other responsibilities include arranging
the wednesday night sessions, pool sessions and AGM. The
club website and google calendar is also currently updated
by the secretary. The website is very easy to maintain, but
this could be passed on to anther committee member if
necessary. As so much is done via email, the role needs
someone that has easy access to the internet. Other than
this, you need to be comfortable communicating with
complete strangers and club members.

Ashley (Mead)

If you are interested in the role, have a word with me or
another member of the committee.

Kent

Hi Kent, sorry not me, cracked my head open at
the weekend so will have to skip it this week, I’m
sure there will be lots there though with the sunny
weather.
Kent
Obvious question
How did you crack your head open?
Ashley
Ok, I was a bit drunk and performing a sofa roll,
where you jump from the back of the sofa and
land lying down on the seating area. I believe I over
cooked it and hit the glass coffee table on my way
to the floor. The next thing I remember is lots of
heads looking at me and complaining about the
blood on the carpet. I’m alright now, but I think will
have a good scar to show for it.
LOL!
Hope you are feeling better Ashley, we certainly are!

KCC diary dates
July 2007
1
2

3 Beginners course & BBQ
4 Wed Abingdon weir
– Kayakojacko visit
5

6 Monthly Meeting:
20:30 at The Fox Inn,
29 High Street, Steventon
OX13 6RZ
7 PYCC Tryweryn Trip
8 PYCC Tryweryn Trip
Paddlesport Open Day
9

10 Improvers course
11 Wed Abingdon weir
12
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13 Aunt Sally
14 Wavehopper Race (Nene)
15

16 Boatercross on the Ock
(Dave S 4 details)

17 Improvers course
18 Wed Abingdon weir
19
20

21 Washburn (Dave S 4 details)
22
23

24 Improvers course
25 Wed Abingdon weir
26
27
28
29
30

31 Improvers course

August 2007

13
14

1 Monthly Meeting:
20:30 at The Fox Inn,
29 High Street, Steventon
OX13 6RZ

15 Wed Abingdon weir

2
3
4
5
6

16
17
18
19
20
21

22 Wed Abingdon weir

7 Improvers course
8 Wed Abingdon weir
9 Committee meeting
10
11
12

23
24
25
26
27
28

29 Wed Abingdon weir
30
31

September 2007

October 2007

1 Improvers Assessment
2/3Thailand trip
23 Triathlon (provisional date)

20 Scotland Trip (return on 27th)
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Has Hodgey found…

A wet stand at the very wet dragon boat race earlier this month. A big thank
you to Dave S and Ray for manning the stand along with everyone else that
popped in. The stand generated some interest in both clubs. The new posters
looked fantastic.

…invisible ski poles?

Factoid
Did you know that ’Ock’ is a Nordic
name meaning ‘Sun’. So the River Ock
is the river of the sun.
Glenda

Trasher
gets Knees
coverage
The following was spotted on UK
rivers guidebook reviewing Kayak
magazines.
“I prefer the British take on life and
prefer reading about people and
paddling I can relate to. I actually
prefer reading my canoe club,
Kingfisher CC’s newsletter, ‘The
Trasher’. “
Chris Wheeler (AKA ‘Knees’)
Thanks Chris, how much do we owe
you again?
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River Quiz… All the answers to the

following 50 clues are names of British rivers.

If you can get all 50, Roger Pass will present you with a mystery prize!
1

You can use this to improve
your lawn

24 The water from this river
makes an excellent stout

2

This one just keeps
rolling along

25 Quick moving air

3

A Question

27 Cat Handler?

4

Ding dong – want some
perfume?

28 Marks the spot

5

It is a prime number but
whose counting?

6

It is bypassed by a lock

7

Slime coming up from
the ground

8
9

26 An Egyptian God

29 Diane Waited for God in the
centre N.T. property
30 Did Jonathan rune fast?
31 To telegraph we hear
32 A bookseller’s weapon?

Jackie…… wrote for
Ramsey Street

33 Maybe a gull or a party act

This 1 is beyond Offa’s dyke.
He’s Welsh you know

35 A beautiful place say
the French

34 Sounds like a Swiss town

10 Dell run run run away

36 A sick bird?

11 Seen at night in a
French sky

37 Waste stone but I take
your place

12 Gerry crossed this one
by ferry

38 The start of cooks living
with your diet?

13 Surely it should be at Lords
or the Oval

39 “And now also the …is laid
unto the root of the trees”
(Bible quotation)

14 Sometimes this was all the
Hollies needed

40 Get rid or …. (anagram)

15 It’s in the first book of
the Bible

41 Inside “late ignition“

16 The 2nd member of a 60s
pop group one of whom
was small

43 Bonnie’s partner

42 A lawn game with no “r ”
44 Wheeled in the garden

17 You need this if you’re on
the Oche

45 A Cinque port

18 German wine that’s lost
its head

47 A large marble in Devon?

19 A well balanced burden

48 A crossing into the
underworld

20 Have you got fleas?

46 A Scottish cloud of dust

21 Is this a little mild flirtation?

49 “Page and monarch…
they went”

22 This was once a car

50 Get dressed

23 What a country gent
might wear
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by Chris Wheeler
It was time for yet another desperate portage, up steep, smooth,
slippery Californian Sierra Nevada granite. The rest of the team was out
of sight, and I was all alone. Half way up, my foot slipped and I clung
to the rock face, whilst the creek boat that was strapped to my back
lurched back and forth. One false move and I’d be down the slope and
off down the gorge with the boat still strapped on, like a big helpless
turtle. That’s the last time I strap a boat to my back for a steep portage.
Californian ‘hike & huck’ is ‘a young
man’s game’ (or woman’s) and I’m
not a young man, I’m a middle aged
one. We decided this year to return to
the creek boating Mecca that is the
Californian Sierra Nevada mountain
range, in pursuit of high Sierra granite
pool drop, and I did wonder quite
what I’d let myself in for. I knew that
the boys were drooling at the prospect
of taking on Fantasy Falls and Upper
Cherry Creek, two of the seven classics
featured in the 7 rivers expedition film,
when a group of top young guns set
out to complete all 7 gruelling multi
day missions back to back in a single
TRASHER MAY/JUNE 07

stopping off for beers and then staying
on for a party. (“if Carlsberg organised
kayaking trips….”). It’s a friendly place.
Bald Rock Canyon was our big warm
up run, a day mission, with portages
and a 13 mile paddle out across a lake.
Some warm up! Dropping into the

season. I also knew that the latter
entailed a 12 mile hike in, carrying
everything for a 3 to 4 multi day
expedition, without the option of an
NZ style helicopter fly in or the option
of rounding up porters in the local
village for a dollar each (I don’t think
that would have gone down too well
with the local gun toting red necks).
We started by paddling various
classic grade 4/5 boulder garden
sections of the South Fork of the
American, such as Lovers Leap and
Golden Gate. One trip was enlivened
by a riverside group of female teachers
(no, really), who insisted on us
6

canyon and the crux of the run, Atom
Bomb Falls, I couldn’t see any water
downstream, just a jumble of huge
boulders at the foot of steep, smooth,
slippery walls of granite. It looked
impossible. My heart sank. Remarkably,
there was a route through the
labyrinth and we successfully climbed
down to a micro eddy on river right
and made the precarious ferry glide
immediately upstream of the sieves
and sumps of the Falls, and climbed
back down to the river. When we
reached the lake, we failed to persuade
the anglers we chanced upon to give
an immediate lift home in the back
of their motor boat and we paddled
off dejectedly. Round the corner was
our saviour, Si’s girlfriend Cheryl. Praise
be – it wasn’t a mirage – she really
had hired a boat and remembered
to bring refreshments. Lunch bunny
extraordinaire – thank you Cheryl, I’ll
always be grateful.
South Silver offered us a ‘park and
huck’ interlude. Technically easy
enough, but big and intimidating
drops and slides, that looked really big
and hard in the photos – perfect!

It was time for the first big multi
day mission – Fantasy Falls on the
Mokulmne. Would it live up to its
name or be a nightmare?
We camped out at the put in, where
Route 4 crosses the river, at 7,000 ft.
Andy and Kev decided to experiment,
by sleeping out in the open without
tents or bivvy bags, in the hope that
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their lightweight
jackets and sleeping
bags would suffice
and they could travel
light. I wasn’t taking
any chances at
7,000 ft!
The locals’ advice
had been that the
Fantasy Falls run
would be low and so
we were surprised to
say the least by how
much water there
was – the put in was
supposed to bony!
Maybe there would
be too much….
True to form, we
ignored the advice to
portage the first two
miles, and got on.
Again, true to form, we
were scrambling up
the bank within half
a mile. After that, it all
went swimmingly. We
paddled, we portaged,
we lunched. In fact,
we had over an hour
for lunch and stopped at 4.30 pm as
soon as we clapped eyes on the perfect
campsite – a sun drenched slab of rock
sandwiched between full on grade 5.
Si checked his GPS – we’d only done
5 miles out 26 miles but we weren’t
worried – it was only the first day.
Day 2, and the fun commenced.
According to the guidebook, we were
going to have to do several portages
of ¼ mile or more, taking in most of
the main gorges. For some reason, we
were surprised when that was exactly
what we got. A pattern emerged – as
the riverbank closed in and the river
gorged up we’d stubbornly push on
with read and run until the very last
break out from hell. Marc and I would
sit there, whilst mountain goat Si
scaled the steep slippery gorge walls to
check out the heinous grade 6 below.
Then we’d get the throw lines out. We
never did learn. Battling through the
undergrowth in my boating shorts

with my legs cut to shreds, sweating
away in my dry top and with 35 kgs of
boat and kit digging into my shoulder,
I was feeling very, very old as I lagged
behind the others. At one point I was
caught, sat on a rock staring into space,
rocking back and forth and muttering
like a mad man about road side read
and run.
It was slow going and at 4pm, faced
with another heinous portaged, we
pitched camp. We got out the forestry
map and GPS. Reality dawned us – we’d
only done 10 miles out of 26 in a day
and half. Oh dear. It was like the last
supper, as we ate the last of our ready
meals. Kevin, the team scaremonger,
mentioned bears, a hazard that most
of us had forgotten all about. If the
rattlesnakes and scorpions didn’t get
us, the bears would. It was the food
they were after – maybe it was a good
thing we were running out of it. Marc
was due back at work in San Joe on
day 4 – oh dear indeed.
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What a way to start the day, with a
portage of the entire gorge. Thankfully,
after that, we motored through
mellow sections, pool drop and more
portages. No time to mess about – as
soon as the gorge walls closed in our
boats were on our shoulders.
Praise be, we reached a big double
drop, consisting of a clean 40 footer
and 20 footer. This had to be Fantasy
Falls – we were going to make it. After
a lengthy bout of uncharacteristic
gentlemanly good manners (“no, after
you good Sir, I insist”) the falls and
video footage was bagged and the
team charged on towards the lake,
enjoying an excellent finale, as the
river, good to the last drip, propelled us
through 300 yards of full on pool drop
grade 5 before spitting us out into
the lake. Time for 5 miles of flat water
paddling in creek boats – just what
we didn’t need. We made to the cars
in the last of the daylight. Thankfully,
the cars, shuttle bunnies and beer
were on hand. We’d survived, we’d
done it. More importantly, I’d survived,
an old guy on one of the young guns’
toughest ‘hike and huck’ classics.

Next up, the 12 mile hike into
Upper Cherry Creek. Unfortunately,
it turned out that river was still to
too high and with only three days
to go before we were due to fly
home, Andy and I wouldn’t be able
to paddle it. I tried hard to look
disappointed.
Eager to find something masochistic
to do, the team did the 2 mile hike in
to West Cherry and enjoyed 4 miles of
full on Norwegian style drops, followed
by a portage fest on the still too high
Upper Cherry Creek run out and then
the mandatory lake paddle. Top class
probing from young Max and Andy
McDoom – the rest of us didn’t fancy
boofing 20-25ft onto 6 inches of water.
Good effort. We later met up with the
young guns that followed us down the
next day, who had incurred a broken
nose and had to pull one of their team
up out of the heinous looking big pot
hole drop that we all portaged. Eek!
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We wound down on the
Tuolomne rafting and Cherry Creek
runs. Great.
After we’d left, Si and Andy did
their 12 mile hike in to Upper
Cherry Creek, and nailed the whole
run including Chery Bomb Gorge,
but that’s another story. Good
effort guys! One day, maybe I’ll
do it – but only if they introduce
an NZ style heli-boating service.
Otherwise, no way!

Chris Wheeler ‘portaged
for England’ alongside Kevin
Francis, Marc Musgrove, Si
Wiles and young Max. Andy
‘McDoom’ portaged and
probed for Scotland and is
made of girders. Probably.
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Morocco is one of those
destinations that any self
respecting surfer dreams
about (apart from the lack of
beer). Its coastline is littered
with right point break after
right point break all of
which are easy to get to. The
cream of the crop lies just
north of Agadir around the
town of Taghazoute where
some world class waves
break at anything up to
and over 15 feet producing
some amazingly long rides
of up to half a kilometre.
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After successfully blagging an extra
10kg and far too many bags onto the
plane and surviving British Airways
in flight entertainment we touched
down in Agadir. You know when you
have arrived in Africa when a simple
job like immigration is dragged out
into a 30 minute epic, although (and
British baggage handling could learn
a lot here) my ski and paddle bag
were personally handed to me by the
local guys and I was off!

overtake is the top of a hill and/or on
a blind bend, no-one knows where
the indicators are, the horn is used
for every manoeuvre and excessive
speed is indeed a good thing.

Indi, the main surf instructor
and guide for Dynamic Loisirs in
Tamrgaht was there to pick me
up and we loaded up the van to
face the white knuckle ride that is
Moroccan driving. In all my time
there I simply could not figure out
how everyone survived. Tailgating
is a national sport, the best place to
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The Dynamic Loisirs (soon to be
nick named Dynamic Losers) Hostel
is in the village and overlooks banana
point, spiders, devils rock and the
southern end of Panoramas beach.
The staff are great and Fatima the
cook especially did more than enough
to make our stay unforgettable.
The surfing is as varied and easily
accessible as you could ever want it
to be. This combined with the perfect
weather and near constant swell
meant we were in the water every day
for at least 6-8 hours. I stayed for ten
days and the waves never dropped
below chest high and were as much
as 1 ½ times overhead. The fact that
most of the waves are points and the
fairly long swell periods makes getting
out easy and the crowds are actually
interested by the arrival of a ski rather
than hostile. You do get the odd
drop in but there is no place in this
beautiful country for stress and anger

so answer with a smile!
Highlights for me included a couple
of solid head high sessions at Banana
point with some long walled up
waves, Immsouane and its heavy
take off and laid back locals (the local
fishermen gave us fuel as we were
about to run out!) Fried fish out of
the bag, gorgeous tagine, delectable
mint tea, hilarious evenings with the
local surf guides (who were fascinated
by the ski and show a huge amount
of respect for the skill involved) and
a great afternoon being mobbed by
local kids as I let them loose on the ski.
If you have ever thought about
going then don’t hesitate. This is an
amazing surf trip with something for
everyone that is only a short hop from
Europe. Next up is hopefully Sri Lanka
at Christmas and a few Cornwall
missions in between (we may even do
the south of France again).

Meet the new faces: Beginners BBQ JULY 3rd
Baby Kingfishers well on the way to leaving the nest at the:

End of 1* Bring Your Own BBQ Tuesday 3rd July
Meet the new fledglings by the Pavillion, where the charcoals hot from 7.30pm
Any probs call Lucille
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MORE IN NEXT ISSUE:
Installment 2 – detailed
report of HandaGod shock!
by Dave Surman
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Alpine Antics 2007

by Simon Knox

The Plan(s):
For the last two years a large
contingent of the club (and hangers
on) have decamped to Landeck in
Austria for white water fun in the sun,
not that it was always sunny.
This year a ground swell of opinion
seemed to want a change. Apparently
it’s good for the soul.
So with Lucille spearheading the
organising a master plan was hatched,
the French Alps, cunningly timed to
coincide with the schools half term
during the week of 26th May - 3rd June.
Additionally last year a small group
of Lucille, Dave Hodgkinson, Andy
Newell, Dave Porter and myself spent
the first week of May in Val Sesia, Italy.
We were however too early to catch
the best water and we left wanting to
return to this stunning valley when the
conditions were better.
So Dave H and I hatched a sub-plan
to the master plan: We would head out
on the 18th May to Val Sesia to spend
a week enjoying the granite slides and
pool-drop rivers of Italy before heading
across to join the other in France the
following week.

The Oxfordshire contingent:
Lucille Savin, Iain Shield, Neil Murton,
Ben Williams
The West Country Crew: Liz Garnet,
Ernst Viljoen and Ol Rennison (day
leave from the Midlands)
The Essex boys: Doug Johnson, Phil
Baker and Steve
The London Brigade: James Crask
and Doug “Aquaman” Whinstone
The Pangbourn Posse: Mark
Wigglesworth and Jack Holdcroft
What Happened (non-paddling bits):
Taking advantage of modern mobile
technologies we managed to update
the internet with our activities daily if
you really want you can read the full
gory (libellous) details here: http://
thedrownedfish.co.uk/alps-2007italy-and-france/ what follows is an
abridged version…
The week at work before we were
due to leave was unbearable due to
the building excitement, so much
so that the delays leaving Oxford
were excruciating. Never the less we
managed to get to Val Sesia for around
midday on the Saturday.

The weather was a very pleasing
thirty degrees Celsius, however the
water levels were worrying similar to
last year e.g. low. Whereas last year
we were too low it would appear that
this year we were too late. Still we
knew from previous experience that
there still are some runs that go in low
water and decided to make the best
of it, after all there’s more to Italy than
paddling, like coffee and cakes and
pasta and pizza and… well you get
the idea. Dave S was in food heaven
and to our surprise speaks fluent Italian
which, apart from ordering seven hot
chocolates instead of seven pan au
chocolates, came in very useful.
Food was indeed a highlight of the
Italian leg of the tour. How could we
forget Dave S and his first meal of horse?
Well actually we can’t because Dave H
keeps showing us the photos of the half
digested mess that was left behind!
The campsite restaurant pizzas were
nice and the hotel nearby which we
found last year remembered us (and
thought Dave and Dave were father
and son!) which was nice. The best
experience was, after discovering

Two weeks of paddling for the price
of just one ferry ticket, bargain!
Roll Call: The Italian Stallions
Andy could only spare one weeks
holiday so elected to just do the
Italian part with the possibility of
taking advantage of the bank holiday
weekend to steal a day in France at the
end of the week.
Joining Andy for this section were
Mike Neal, Martyn Read and Lee Gill.
Meanwhile Dave and I were joined by
Dave Surman for the two week jaunt.
Roll Call: The French Fancies
The French only crew was a mixture
of KCC members and friends from
around the country.
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Steve on the ladder (middle Guil)
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Dave S inspects
Tripple Step

Dave cocks up triple
step (middle Guil)

that it would face it held firm. It was
so sturdy I reckon it could withstand
extermination by Daleks, in fact the
only thing that seemed to threaten it
was surmanation by Dave! Clarree
The Sunday saw us make some new
friends; Chris and Keith (to be followed
by Ian later in the week) from Friends
of Allonby Liverpool Canoe Club who
paddled with us most days. We also
met Cas, Laura and Jane from Fort
William who paddled the Ubaye with
us and spent most evenings in Camp
KCC drinking with us.

that much of the region closes on
Mondays, sending Dave S to find us a
restaurant to eat in; Dave H and Andy
were a few minutes catching up with
the rest of us. I only wish I’d had my
camera with me to capture their faces
when they walked in to see the rest of
us scruffy paddlers sitting around the
dining table in our own private room
in a five star hotel!
We ran all the rivers we could,
considering the levels, including
a few we didn’t do last year. A few
minor trashing’s handed out but by
the Wednesday meant we decided to
decamp to France early.
The night before we spent perusing
a detailed map of the area with a
certain Mr S Westgarth and after taking
advice of what might be running in
low water and was on the way to
France we decided to take a look at
the Chiusella. After packing our kit
we drove high in to the mountains to
find a dry river but an amazing roman
bridge and friendly locals.
One ice cream later we were back on
our way to France and once we had
pitched our tents at the slalom course
in L’argentiere Dave H, Martyn, Andy
and I did a quick run of the Gyronde to
cool down. This is notable as probably
the last hot day we had, despite the
sun burn the thirty degrees plus
temperatures were soon to be missed.
Our first full day of paddling in
France took us across to the Middle
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Clareé which is on the opposite side
of Briancon to our campsite. On the
return journey we discovered the only
road back was closed, along with the
entire town for the Giro de Italia. This
it appears is the Italian version of the
Tour de France and we had come
across the French leg of it. Anyway we
had no choice so we found a café by
the finish line and watched the cyclists
come in whilst sipping a beer.
The last day before the French
Fancies arrived saw a few epics on the
Middle Guil and the great BBQ theft,
but we’ll say no more about that.
Saturday was notable for several
reasons; it was Andy, Lee, Martyn
and Mike’s last day of paddling. The
French Fancies were arriving and we
paddled probably the worst river I’ve
ever had the displeasure to run, the
Rabioux, more of that in the ‘What We
Paddled’ section. We were joined on
this adventure by two other English
paddlers that we met earlier in the
week in Italy – unfortunately I can’t
remember their names!

Over the next few days the weather
got worse and the rivers more fun.
Trashings were had and I managed
to enjoy three things I’ve never liked
before; Tea, Whiskey and McDonalds!
A rest day saw some of us doing the
tourist thing around Valouise which
was nice and probably the only really
hot day we had in the second week.
Ernst’s car developed a fault and had
to be taken to the garage, luckily
Aquaman speaks French.
The arrival of the ‘Mad Yaker’ van saw
Dave H and Team Essex get slightly
over excited or maybe it was the
presence of Kiwi Anna from riverside
who was discovered with the van.
Anyway they all came back wearing

Mike on Egua

Anyway the others had arrived
looking slightly frazzled but after a
good nights’ sleep were all up for a
paddle next day. Those that returned
to Blighty managed it all in good time.
It was about this time that word came
through that Hurley was on four gates!
With the new arrivals Camp KCC
was built from gazebos and tarps,
despite the wind, rain, snow and hail
13

Lee on Egua

http://thedrownedfish.co.uk/alps2007-italy-and-france/alps-2007-video/
More photos can be found here:
http://picasaweb.google.com/simon.
knox/LeesAlpsPhotos and
http://picasaweb.google.com/simon.
knox/Alps2007
Lower Sermenza: From Biocciolto to
Balmuccia, class 4(5-). This starts off
with small rapids that build up to an
eight foot drop with a massive pool
beneath it. We spent a while here
taking photos as the drop is ideal for
boofin’ practice.

bright ‘Easyjet’ orange hoodies. Dave S
went even further purchasing an entire
new wardrobe!
Thursday saw an epic and reduced
paddling. This was also James,
Ben and Aquaman’s last paddling
day so we headed to the railway
station restaurant for a slap up meal.
Thankfully Aquaman’s excellent French
meant we all got our food. And despite
a strange invasion of plastic dinosaurs
and toy soldiers, great fun was had. We
also discovered that fifteen people can
fit into a VW Transporter van!
Our last paddling day saw us run the
Lower Guisane. After this a meeting
was held in a lay-by where it was
decided that a) it was hailing and b)
we wanted to run another river. So we
ended up in Valouis with half the group
in a car park and the other in a café.
Those in the café claimed they were
going to run the Gyr. The rest of us
(Dave H, Mark, Jack, Ernst, Ol, Liz and
I) went in search of some rumoured
waterfalls at the top of the Baisse.
The drive up was outstandingly
beautiful even if the road wasn’t as
gentle to Dave’s car. The river itself
looked like a great day mission for a
small team who didn’t mind lots of
inspecting and portaging.
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At the top the falls it looked stunning
but, despite Mark claiming he would
give a bit a go if he hadn’t got
changed, un-runnable.

Following this is a boulder garden
which leads into the gorge; this is
completely inaccessible from the bank
once you enter it due to the sheer
walls. Contained within the gorge
are about five drops one of which
is classed a 5- and we decided to
portage due to slight undercut. The
fifteen or so Italian boaters behind us
paddled straight through it, ah well.

Finally the inevitable happened and
on the Saturday we had to leave. Two
weeks, nineteen rivers, around three
thousand miles, sixty hours driving
and eighteen toilet rolls and we were
home…

Sesia Gorge: class 4(5). This is a short
section of the Sesia River that runs
well in low water. Martyn, Andy and
I decided to run the rapid above the
normal get in the results of which can
be seen on the videos on the website.

What We Paddled:

The main gorge was easy enough
(excepting the portage) only
containing 4 drops. Unfortunately we
completely forgot the first two were
there (which are back to back) and
bumbled straight over them. No swims
but several rolls and both Dave S and
Martyn gave a spectacular rodeo in the
hole at the bottom of the first drop!

Italy
For the most part the rivers in
Val Sesia are snow melt or rain fed.
Beautiful granite lined pool-drop rivers
make up most of these. In most places
the water was so clear we could see
the bottom of twenty foot deep pools
complete with trout swimming under
our kayaks.
The levels were low when we were
there so we made the most of those
rivers that we new would run in
these conditions.
Our runs of various rivers are
described below; the grades given
are from the guidebooks and may or
might not be representative of the
difficulty at the levels we encountered.
There are videos of some of these
rivers available on the net here:

Half way down there is a portage that
requires ropes to lower the boats to a
pool beneath the drop. The drop being
portaged looks like a nasty corkscrew
slot; you wouldn’t want to run it.
Egua: class 5. Ah, the Egua, one of
our favourite rivers from last year. And
despite causing a couple of swims
didn’t disappoint.
Descending at a rate of about 50
metres per kilometre the Egua is made
up of a series of steep bedrock slides
and drops. It starts with a gutter/slide
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that ends up in a waterfall and ends in a
slide/water fall. In low water like this its
loads of fun finding channels through
the rocks and running the drops.
Unfortunately one of these caught
me out after accidentally running
a drop backwards (don’t ask!) I fell
out of my boat in about six inches of
water. Mike had a slightly more painful
experience on a drop near the end,
face planting into a granite slide he cut
his lip and exited his boat. Dave S and
Lee portaged this drop after seeing
Mike’s experience. The rest of us ran it
but had a no less painful experience
but managed to stay in our boats.
Sorba Slides: The Sorba Slides, about
a hundred metres containing four
slides. They are famous and no doubt
in higher water a lot more fun. We ran
them for completeness sake really.
Upper Sesia: Boccorio to Mollina,
class 4+ (5). We hadn’t run this section
before but a couple of Irish gentleman
suggested that it was a goer so we
gave it a shot.
What we found was a more French
style river, fast continuous water with
plenty of interesting rapids to run after
inspecting. Mixed in with plenty of
boulder gardens it was a fun river.

Phil on the ladder
(middle Guil)

Incidents to note, Dave S swam on
the very last rapid after hitting a wall.
I hit the same wall but managed to
finish the rapid upright, despite having
lost my paddles!
Return to the Sesia Gorge: You can
read the description of the river above.
What you need to know is the levels
were higher. Martyn, Dave S and I ran
the section above the get-on again
upright this time (except for Dave) and
Dave H and Mike went up a mountain
to look at some donkeys instead.
I also got two beatings in two
different holes. I don’t know how
it happened (obviously I got the
wrong lines) but I spent rather a long
time in them and had to swim out.
Unfortunately the mechanics of boat
recovery meant that I ended up doing
large sections of the gorge on the back
of Lee and Andy’s boats.

France
The rivers that we ran in France
differed from the mostly pool drop
rivers of Italy. Fast and continuous is
the common theme here with grey
coloured snow or glacial melt water.
Gyonde: Class 3+, we ran this late in
the afternoon on the day we arrived in
France. Gentle but full of cold water, it
cooled down our bodies that were hot
and sweaty after a long days’ driving in
the blazing sun.
Lower Guisane: Class 4, a fast river
that runs through woodland before
entering the outskirts of Briancon. With
lots of rock gardens to keep us on our
toes this was an exciting and fun river
rightly labelled as a classic.
Middle Clareé: Class 4, above
Briancon is the Clareé, fast shallow and
cold. Dave S took a swim here after an
unfortunate encounter with a rock
Middle Guil: Class 4 (5), an epic. The
book says three hours we took six.
The levels were high, about eighty on
the gauge. The river was continuous
grade four.
Given all this and the fact that
everyone else apart from Martyn didn’t
want to risk the undercut on triple
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step, only Dave S can explain why he
thought running it sans-paddle and
spraydeck was a good idea.
Once Dave and his kit had been
recovered we started the river. An
few km later we came across an
anonymous rapid which separated
Dave S from his paddles leaving him
clinging to a rock in the middle of the
river. Though Dave H stabilized him
and Mike returned his paddles the
consensus decided that this counts a
technical swim.
The next rapid of note ‘Le Tunnel’ all
except Martyn decided to portage.
Martyn’s run kind of went wrong, we
fished him out on a rope and the boat
recovery began.
Mr Hodgkinson ran the 2.5 km,
Andy hitched a lift back to his car and
drove to the bottom of the river where
we fished out the boat (paddles had
been retrieved earlier). Martyn went
back and did the drop a bit more
successfully. Kit retrieved Andy, Martyn,
Dave H, Dave S and I decided to finish
the last few ‘easy’ kilometres.
Perhaps letting Martyn blind probe
was a mistake. One swim and another
two km boat chase later we emerged
at the end of the river
Rabioux: this runs into the Durance
above the Rabioux wave. Dave S
chose the river so it’s his fault. Selected
comments about the river:
- “Worst. River. Ever!”
- “That wasn’t a river, that was hell on
a hill.”
- “What a f****** rock, tree and s***
invested ditch.”
- “That’s the kind of thing Wheeler and
Rainsley would enjoy.”
It’s a shallow boulder and tree
chocked ditch. Suffice to say we didn’t
enjoy it.
Gyronde: class 3, to enable the new
arrivals a warm up we ran the Gyronde
again. And warm them up it did, we
ran two more sections after this.
Upper Guisane: class 3 (4-), long and
frankly a bit dull. Still it was a step up
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from the Gyronde and left us in the
right place to do the lower section
Lower Guisane: class 4, our second
run of this section but not our last.
Some of the new arrivals decided that
the morning’s sections weren’t enough
so we had a quick blast down this.
Ubaye Race Course: class 4, Last
time I ran this section, back in 2003,
the levels were dog low. Today it was
honking down, big, bouncy and fast. It
reminded me of some of the rivers we
ran in Austria last year.
This obviously caught some people
out with some swimmers taking an early
dunking and a minor epic later one. So
to cut to the chase, the swim count:
Phil - 2
Doug (aka Aquaman) - 1
Liz - 1
Jane (from Fort William) - 1
Laura (from Fort William) - 2
Aquaman’s swim obviously disturbed
him slightly; the shock of it caused him
to vomit on the river bank! I guess it was
a full on river for his first of the trip. He
says he enjoyed it afterwards though.
Liz’s swim was particularly
horrendous, long and tiring, through
the gorge section towards the end.
Dave H made a heroic effort rescuing
her boat and paddles just by the get
out. Meanwhile Ol and I walked out
with Liz, and then returned to get our
boats and finish the river.
Despite this I thought it was a great
river, really enjoyable.

Although all twenty two of us did
the Middle Guil in the end only a
few ran triple steps at the start, all
successfully. Dave S managed it with
both paddle and deck this time, which
was a bonus.
I ran “Le Tunnel” this time, without
any problems. Dave S nearly took a line
resulting in a pin, but he saved himself
at the last moment. Lucille took a swim
early on and Aquaman walked off after
banging his head.
A minor epic was averted after James
leapt to rescue a pinned Neil sending
his boat down stream. Fortunately
Mark and Neil caught it promptly.
Chateau Queayras Gorge: class 4+,
Day fourteen and we did the run that
last week Martyn said “We’d were mad
not to do”. Well half of us did anyway.
Those that didn’t join us on Chateau
Queayras Gorge did the Upper Guil.
Those who did the gorge joined in
another farcical epic. The brief version
goes three swims, one walk out. The
swims: Dave S, Ian (from Liverpool)
and me.
The walk out: Dave S. I say walk, really
it was a climb. After swimming Dave
found an eddy and decided that rather
taking the simple short swim to the
end of the gorge he hung around on
a rock.

Some say he was trying to signal to
the group behind, telling us the line
down the next drop. All we know is he
made no sense and the line wasn’t good.
Anyway, eventually the rest of us got
to the bottom of the gorge and set up
lines to fish him out.
One Irishman, his boat and paddles
later there was still no sign of Dave.
The group who had walked up the
top the gorge couldn’t persuade him
to jump back in the water; he decided
to climb the hundred foot gorge
walls. Fortunately, Mark and the others
managed to get a makeshift harness
and rope to him.
After this, most of us decided to
stop paddling. Mark, Jack, Doug and
Ernst carried on by doing the Guardian
Angel Gorge. They seemed to enjoy
themselves whilst we made a fire
waiting for them at the get out.
Liz, Neal, Ian and Lucille then went to
the slalom course back at the campsite
whilst the rest of us retired to the bar.
Lower Guisane: class 4, for our last
run we all ran the Lower Guisane in
groups of four. Low level meant a more
technical decent than our previous runs.
Everyone seemed to enjoy themselves,
even Liz who had an emergency exit
from her boat in an eddy.

Martyn on Sesia gorge

Briancon Gorge: class 3, We went to
look at the Middle Clarre. When we got
to the get in it was 3.5 degrees, very
windy and snowing. So we went to
look at the Briancon Gorge instead.
This, it has to be said was a very
picturesque grade three river, if a little
low side.
Onde: class 3+, I didn’t run this opting
to play the tourist instead but I’m
assured it was good fun.
Middle Guil, class 4 (5). Every bit as
exciting as the run earlier in the week
despite the slightly lower level.
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Magic Knees
News June 2007
(incorporating Axis of Terror News)
Tetley AKA Dave H recently asked why
I hadn’t written a Knees (*) update
recently. I then checked and discovered
that, whilst I may have done a couple of
articles about our adventures abroad,
I haven’t done a Knees News round
up since December 2005. Oh dear.
The Trasher has gone from strength to
strength since then! In fact, The Trasher
and membership list are the healthiest I
can remember in my 15 years with the
club- great to see.
So, what have KCC die hards Andy
‘McDoom’ McMahon (**) and I been up
to since then, at the grade 5 margins
of polite society? Well, sharing the
honours at the event of the year, the
KCC Blastathon, for a start. I was sad
to wave goodbye to the ornamental
kingfisher, minus beak. Still, I liked the
juggling balls- my advice to Dave is to
raise the veterans’ age limit from 40 to
50 next year! A big thank you to Dave
S and all those involved in making
the event happen. It was good to
see stiff upper lips maintained as the
deluge started – huddled under Dave’s
gazebo as the bouncy castle deflated,
I was reminded of that wonderful
scene in ‘Carry On Up The Kyber’, when
dinner continued under fire. It made
me proud to be British.

CKUK and Paddles and have featured
at Mr Westgarth’s Adventure Paddlers
weekend. Elsewhere in this issue you will
find the latest article, on CA. In addition,
the Doomster has been to Maroc with
Mrs Doomster for some grade 3 gorge
action and Julia and I have been sea
kayaking in Vietnam. All good.

no lasting damage.
Last Winter gave one of us the best
Thames valley play boating season
in years, with two great new venues
Sunbury and Marsh, in addition to
loads of sessions on the legendary
Shepperton Bowl. Brilliant. The Upper
Dart was in condition over and over
again this Winter. Big spate days were
rare, although our wish was finally
granted in March with a day of terror
on ‘Big Sunday’, culminating in Kevin
Francis cracking a rib on a tree on a
very brown and fast Meavy.

Magic
Knees
News
Other than that, we’ve been to India,
Quebec and California. Shameless
self publicists that we are, our exploits
have been blazed across the pages of

Here in the UK, we’ve had the usual
creek boating fun and games. Both
New years, North Wales produced the
goods and I’ve had TWO boat write
offs, both resulting from swims on the
Fairy Glen! The first one came after I
complacently ran the first big hit blind
without bank support. After I baled
and went round and round five times
in the ‘green room’, the Doomster
boofed over me. Result- one stub
nosed M3. Secondly, we paddled the
Glen at by far the highest level we’d
ever seen. Result? After cleaning Fairy
Falls and punching the river wide
hole that had formed downstream,
I got nailed in the next hole, on river
right. Fortunately for me, body, boat
and paddle were reunited on river
left just before Pipeline but a split
had appeared at the rear. This was
expertly repaired later by Tim Ward
but sadly I finally finished the boat off
once and for all in California. Not that
I’m accident prone. Still, if you’re not
swimming you’re not learning!

I also managed to hurt my ankles
again, this time on the Mawddach and
could hardly walk on New Year’s Eve! (I
had to lie down in the restaurant after
nearly passing out, so much for not
taking pain killers) I’ve subsequently
had a re-think and re-built my foot rest
to give more ankle support. Anyway,

The sea kayaks have been getting
plenty of use, outings including
everything from the Thames Tideway
and Cambridge to sea kayaking in
Kent, Sussex, Cornwall, Devon and
Pembrokeshire. It’s nice to paddle
‘proper’ kayaks for a change.
Slime (Pete Knowles of Rivers
Publishing) is putting together a
guidebook to inland touring in the
South East (well, ‘Pub Paddles’) and
one or two of us are helping him out
with guide or two. It’s a tough job
researching the pubs. I suggested to
Dave S that he tried lobbying Slime
for the inclusion of Swift Ditch and
the Nags Head. Dave must be very
persuasive because within a couple of
days the legendary Slime was paddling
Swift Ditch with Dave and the Newalls,
en route to the Alps. Slime was very
impressed and Swift Ditch, KCC’s club
house and the very best purveyors of
quality coffee in Abingdon are now
going to be featured in the book. Let’s
hope readers can make sense of Dave’s
unique writing style.

*for those new members
who don’t know, Dave Surman
christened me ‘Magic Knees’ many
year ago, after I dislocated them on
Conwy Falls. The name seems to
have stuck. The ‘magic’ results from
the fact that I’ve been (un) happily
portaging for the last 17 years
without the benefit of any cruciate
ligaments. Not that I like to talk
about it….
** for those new members who
don’t know, Andy was christened
McDoom because he’s Scottish
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and scares the hell out of us with
his grade 5/6 probing. He takes
after Fred Wondre – his descents
may not be pretty at times but he
always seems to get away with it
and always finishes with his paddles
raised above his head like a big
numpty! He’s got lots of other
names, such as McStallion (after a
beer we found in a bar in the USA,
not his prowess) and McHelix (a very
advanced play boating move that,
bizarrely, Andy nailed before he’d
learned to cartwheel properly).
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Red walls of limestone rose vertically
to the sky. They hemmed in 12,000
cfs of the Colorado. The cold water
ran smoothly and quietly toward
an horizon line. The right hand side
had that ominous look of a total
void. Left of middle it dished down
slightly. I headed there, ready for a
hasty repositioning. The glassy green
translucent tongue welcomed me.
Big white water was snarling and
salivating on the right - and below!
Dig in the paddle, tuck up and climb
over the massive waves. No deft
technicalities here, just brutal survival.
From the top of another huge wave
I could see the water getting smaller,
no stoppers. The rush of exhilaration
hit hard. Just watch those devilish little
swirlies below big rapids.
We pulled into a little side canyon,
the kayaks were stacked up vertically
so the rafts could tie up. Then up
the cool narrow canyon. The rock
walls still carried hand prints from
~ a thousand years ago. Further up
the canyon was closed off by a small
waterfall trickling down the rocks into
a small pool between the smooth
glistening rock. Our muddied hands
made their temporary modernist
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Fred
Wondre

A Grand Trip

mark. I added a foot print but nobody
volunteered for the body splat.
We stopped for the night and
unloaded. I had to take my sandals off
to get myself a beer from the cooler
bag hanging in the river. Afterwards
I gathered up the empties to indulge
the gentler side of my nature. I set
one up and the ten pound hammer
smashed it flat on the steel plate, and
then another. Someone kindly placed
two on top of each other for me, two
flat discs! They proclaimed me the
official can smasher and I proceeded
to send a few flying sideways.
In the morning we paddled on
down the river. The silt laden waters
of the pre-dammed Colorado
had undercut the limestone walls.
Maidenhair ferns hung under the rock
where water seeped through. Bright
red mimulus clung to the vertical rock.
The light green water cast dancing
reflections on the overhanging rocks.
Shallow dank caves beckoned us in, it
was like dreamland.

Little Colorado and walked up beside
the bright blue mineral-laden water.
Pure white stalactites of salt were
hanging between the horizontal layers
of rock. We had brought our buoyancy
aids and stepped into them, legs
through the arm holes, and waded
into the warm water. The art of nappy
swimming down shallow rocky rivers
with up to six people in a chain. White
crescent shaped dams of mineral
deposits formed small pools.
As I drifted over the confluence of
the Little Colorado and its warm blue
water with the 8C green water of the
big Colorado I spotted a Humpback
chubb. The only place where a tiny
remnant population of these fish have
managed to survive the constant flow
of cold water from the bottom of the
reservoir upstream.
We pulled to the side and walked up
to a pinnacle on the right hand bank.
Below was ‘Horn Creek’ rapid. Take the
left of the tongue and head left. The
big stuff was in
the middle.

We pulled off just
before the
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caves and a waterfall, it was Elve’s
Chasm. Swim across the pool and
clamber through the wet caves behind
the waterfall. People were splashing
around in front of the waterfall. Two
years ago we had climbed up and
jumped in.
Then it was Mad Cat Amoeba. I
wondered about the strange name
and how it came to be. A trickle of
water fed the pools in the narrow cleft
between smooth sinuous polished
walls. The only way up was to wade in,
support on both walls and edge up. It
opened out into a large amphitheatre
between high rock walls filled with
large boulders and small pools. They
started to dam the stream by sitting on
the smooth rock floor. The dam slowly
grew to fifteen people. They all stood
up together releasing a small tidal
wave. One adventurous spirit went for
a bumpy ride. When I read the guide
book I discovered Matkatamiba!

As it was even the left was big. Then
it was ‘Granite’, one kilometre down
was ‘Hermit’. Some of the biggest
rapids on the Grand, all together.
A short walk led us to a pool with

THE

The walk up Stone Creek was long
and hot. Reached one waterfall and
then another. Some of the wet rock
was a rich red colour, beautiful small
waterfalls tumbled over solid rock,
just ideal for the back garden! The
way back was hot , had to walk in the
stream to cool down the soles of my
sandals from the hot sand.
We turned a bend in the river and
there it was – a huge block of black
lava, Vulcan’s Anvil. ‘Lava’ was just
downstream, I had been mentally
preparing myself for this one. We
inspected from the right: run down
the right. Three of us joined for the
descent into …. Run down, following
the little curling wave as a marker,
then head for the right of the big
glassy hump. Some small waves were
sloshing about threatening to spoil the
line. Over the hump toward a mass of
white where two stopper waves met
in a permanent right angle. Take the
trashing and hang on for the wild ride
over the giant waves. The water eased
and I crawled out on to the bank with
a warm glow of satisfaction. Then I did
it again.
Fred

S WORD

Ingredients:
Lisa and Burfday
Lee and Parking fee
Dave H and beer
Plenty of girls and sun
No wind or swell
More sun
Place cow bins on M5
(22 and paint fresian)
Recipe:
1) Take a surfing
weekend and remove
all surf
2) Remove all wind
(except beer induced)
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Then it was ‘Upset’. We inspected and
ran left of middle. It was a wild ride.
Some of the waves were enormous
but all went well. Apparently I had
run on the very edge of a massive
hole. At breakfast we sat there and
ate, there wasn’t much chatter – they
were feeling the way I was - well used.
Another big rapid. I ran down into the
turbulent stuff keeping a sharp eye on

the giant wave in front waiting for me.
I felt a tap on my shoulder and a wave
pushed me in from behind.

3) Calm any swell
4) Add sun till hot,
then add a touch
more sun
5) Chill
6) When totally chilled
add rounders till tired
7) Wash throughly
8) Add beer
9) Add more beer
10) Add more beer
11) Mix in club
12) Pass out

So that’s how you kayak surf....

Surfing
weekend....
DONE
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Dagger Approach Grant
...thanks to BCU Southern Region Development Team

In the meantime, our specification for the ground works
has been revised to increase the area of the concrete base
to allow for external boat storage and to include repairs and
improvements to the entrance track. Revised estimates for
the ground work are currently being sought.
Updated prices are also being sought for the provision of
the hut itself. These prices will relate (a) to a hut of 30 m2 which
would not be required to fulfil (and therefore incur the costs
of ) building regulations, and (b) to a hut with dimensions
nearer to those granted under our planning agreement (circa
6.5m x 6m as allowed by the size of the base).

Last month, the club acquired a new boat to add to its
fleet – a Dagger Approach. Members who have seen the
portly orange craft lurking in the hut will appreciate that
its dimensions are geared to the needs of larger paddlers.
Indeed, the motivation for its purchase was to end those
(often rather embarrassing) instances when a beginner
is faced with a ‘it’s the Gattino or nothing’ choice of boat.
The boat should resolve what has been for some while, a
recurrent issue.
In gaining this new asset, thanks and appreciation
are given for the support of the BCU Southern Region
Development Team who agreed a grant of £349 to the club
towards the cost of the boat’s purchase.
Instructors should note that the Approach is fitted with a
retractable skeg, which could be useful during a beginner’s
initial experiences on the water, but potentially misleading
if you forget your student has the benefit of this facility and
she/he continues to use it!
Neil Murton (Club Chairman)

News
of the
hut
Would everyone please note that as part of the
preparatory work for the new hut, arrangements have
been made with Lee Gill for the removal of the poplar tree
that stands near the boundary where our new hut is to be
located.
This work is scheduled for 11th July and is being undertaken
with the agreement of the Vale’s Tree Planning Officer.
The reasons for this work is that the tree and its root system
restricts the location and potentially the size of the hut, but
also the tree’s structure has been weakened and therefore it
would pose a significant hazard to the new building.

It is only fair to state that whilst we do not yet know what
the full cost of the scheme will be, the final bill – due in part
to issues such as the tree – will inevitably exceed previous
estimates. We will endeavour to keep folk informed of
developments.
Neil Murton (Acting Hut Committee Chairman)

White
Water
Safety
Course
In the belief that a demand lurks within the club, I have
been in contact with Canolfan Tryweryn to try to arrange a
weekend White Water Safety course (level 3).
The Tryweryn will have vacant course in August. They
have offered another club the choice of either 18th/19th
or 25th/26th August 2007 and a decision is awaited as to
which weekend has been chosen. We would have first
refusal on booking a course on the weekend the other club
doesn’t want (hope that makes sense).
All feedback from club members who have taken this
course has been extremely positive (see Liz Garnett’s article
in the Sept/Oct 06 edition of the Trasher) and aside from
learning valuable skills, their experience was clearly very
enjoyable.
The cost per person is £80, based on putting together a
group of six participants.
So I can get an early indication that there will be a
sufficient demand within the club, please drop me an email
a.s.a.p. to n.murton38@btinternet.com if you are interested,
and hopefully we will have sufficient numbers to proceed
with the booking.
Neil Murton (Club Chairman)
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IL GIRO D`EUROPEA
(The Grand Tour!!)

Alps 2007
May 18-June 3rd
This huge event comprised of two
phases
Sezione 1: Team BoofItalia
Simon Knox, Dave Hodgkinson, Dave
Surman, Mike Neal, Andy Newell, Lee
Gill, Martyn Read.
Sezione 2: Team Marmottes de France
Lucille Savin, Ol, Liz Garnett, Ernst
from Bristol ,Neil Murton, Iain Shield,
The Essex Boyz Phil Baker, Doug
Johnson, Steve Brown, The South
London Boyz James Crask, Doug
Aquaman and the ubiquitous Ben
Williams. From Team BoofItalia Dave
Surman, Dave Hodgkinson, Simon Knox.
Two guests from the Pangbournre
Dolphinizers also joined us, Mark
and Jack.
The double header to end all double
headers, two teams, two locations and
millions of groovy rivers.
Location 1 Camperotogno, Valsessia,
Piemonte, Italia.

Location 2 L`Argentierre-La Besse,
Savoie, France.

19 May
Chill out day on the campsite at
Camperotogno after a morning arrival.
Team BoofItalia split into a team to run
the supermarket, a team to climb the
mountain track whilst Rodeograndude
chilled on site.
20 May
Hey signori e signore!! Don`t you just
think it`s the grooviest thing to have a
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river named after you? And so it was
we went to ride the Lower Sermanza,
a groovy little run with a great boofing
ledge where we all searched for the
holy grail, the Golden Boof!! We were
also introduced to various river features
discovered by last year`s intrepid
explorers Il Buco di Lucille which toyed
with the Surmanator a little before
releasing him to rejoin the team. At
one particular rapid which we all had
egressed to inspect, Mike managed to
launch the Surmanator`s craft pilotless
to run the drop. A variation on this
phenomenon was to be repeated on
the Guil with a little more adrenaline
and minimilistic acoutramentization.
See later for details!!
We then went to run the Sessia
Gorge.There was a big rapid at the
start that only Martyn, Andy and
Simon felt like running. All went well
even if Simon had an interesting U.D.E.
So then off paddled our kayakerazzi
into the gorge. It appeared that we all
bumbled over a meaty ledge, basically
because the kayakerazzi graduates
from last year had forgotten that
they had got in below it last year. All
went well and we continued on until
the portage from Hell a little further
along. More action including another
Boofadrome got us to the end where
we had an exotic changing spot in the
middle of a roundabout!!

Then it just carries on like that,
bouncing`, slidin`. This is an Italian Alt
Na Chaoran!! Groovy!! It ends up with
a spectacular straight drop featured in
the guide book and wrongly named.
We had a coupla O.B.E.s. Simon early
on claims his was a step out and Mike
who got a little banging around on a
nasty tight little slot which Dave S and
Lee decided to walk/slide around to
reduce shoulder risks.
On a high we finished off the day
with the Sorba Slides which were a
little anticlimactic after the Big E.
Team BoofItalia Mission Statement/
Motivation Strategy Document
Big E, Big E
It`s bigger than you,
It`s bigger than me
You goof it,
We boof it!
We run it,
We hoof it!
22 May

The plan was to run the Upper
Sermanza. However as there was no
water, we diverted to the Egua.

We decided to run the Upper Sessia
which was a fairly French style open
boulder garden river. All was cool n
laid back until the very end when the
last rapid presented the options of a
fairly innocuous looking right hand
ledge boof or a central run in to a
tight little chute on the left. Having
decided initially to go grab the boof I
saw othe kayakisti in our team go big
on the left so foolishly decided to go
with the flow. It slammed me into the
rock and was being knocked around
quite uncomfortably during my U.D.E.
sustaining a few scratches on my
posey new helmet. I elected to egress.
Simon followed down and survived
despite losing his paddles and yelling
pillock at Lee. The latter being a far
more dangerous move than losing
your paddles.

Man what a cool river!! Low water
but a slidissimo boofissimo if ever there
was one!! It starts off with GGG (Groovy
granite gutters) which go one for 50100m and end up with a cool drop!

Not yet being fully satiated, we
decide to run the Sessia Gorge again.
The exceptions being Mike and Dave
who decide to go and walk up a
mountain and photograph donkeys!

That evening was time to try the
local delicacies at the ristorante on the
campsite. I tried the horse (cavallo)
that was the special. Unfortunately
my wet suit boots would have been
more tender and I came away feeling
suitably punished for having devoured
man`s four legged friend!!
21 May
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Salumi di asseino (donkey sausage) is a
another local delicacy.
Our arrival at the Sessia Gorge is
enlivened by a rainstorm and the
fact that the aerial logway across the
river is now transporting logs down
the mountain.
This time Martyn and Dave S. are the
only two to run the big rapid at the top
and the event has added excitement
with the tramway cable that dips into
the river in the middle of the rapid as
it ascends. AH WELL The Surmanator
manages to avoid being scooped up
by the cable and transported up the
mountain with the logs.

We also spoke with Simon
Westgarth who suggested we either
go to the Versasca in Switzerland or
call in on the Soanna or Chuisurella on
our way to France.
23 May
Breaking camp early, the plan was
to check out the Chuisurella on the
way to France. It was a long journey
and a beautiful Alpine Valley, but no
water. Accordingly we pigged out on

cappuccino and ice cream at the cute
little Trattoria at the head of the valley
and headed on to the border where
we became
TEAM MARMOTTES DE FRANCE!!
Watch this space Coming soon-Italiano per kayakisti-Essential phrases
you gotta know!!

NEXT ISSUE:
‘Marmottes de France’

From then on the action is fast and
furious. Simon gets the trashing from
Hell by missing the tongue on the
first drop that we forgot about last
time. Eventually he egresses his boat
and as he is the first to run it , his boat
disappears off into the gorge with no
bank access. A frantic jumping into
boats follows and our heroes boof
off on a frantic boatchase boofing
bonanza. His boat is recovered and
Simon is reunited with it after a
controlled swim through the gorge
accompanied by a boated Lee.
Having been reunited with his craft,
we then set off successfully. At the
Sessia Gorge Boofadrome Simon again
gets the trashing of a lifetime. This one
really was worth the Trash of the Year
nomination as he hung in there for an
incredibly long time it was difficult to
discern which was body, boat, blade
in the aquatic maelstrom before our
eyes. Eventually he egressed and
made it to the end of the gorge where
we changed in the middle of the
roundabout again!! The Sessia Triathlon
Paddle, Swim, Run was won by Simon
as well as picking up a prestigious
Trash Of The Year nomination.
That evening we dined in the local
restaurant which was really friendly and
a lot better value than the campsite.
We tried to go for the full 5 courses
but could only manage 2 or 3.
Shame huh?
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Morocco
April 2007
(Lisa Parke)

 ﻱﻕﻱﺩﺹ ﺍﻝﻩﺃ/!ﻱﺕﻕﻱﺩﺹ
In the early hours of Saturday
morning, myself, Andy Mc, Mark and
Heather Rainsley, headed off to Luton
airport. On arrival we checked our
boats and luggage in and headed off
for breakfast. We were soooo excited
that we were going on holiday that
we had forgotten we still had to go
through passport control, this resulted
in us having to run to the departure
lounge, with seconds to spare we
made it to the plane. Phew.

We arrived in Marrakesh and met
up with Karine, she had flown in from
Paris a few hours before. Unfortunately
though, the airline had lost her
paddles, but luckily we had spares
so headed off to find our drivers, Jay
and Tarik, and the trusty mini bus.
After loading up, I saw Mark and Andy
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showing the drivers the map and
the location of our first river that we
were to be doing, not realizing that it
would be the same day that we would
be paddling it, there goes my first
shopping trip!

We headed off to paddle the Lower
Ourika, this was a 12km continuous
grade 2-3, nice warm up. But there was
something missing on the rivers……
eddies! This was a common feature
on all the rivers that we ran, along
with extremely low bridges…some
we could master with the limbo or
yoga positions, others though were
toooo low, so out and over we went.
The construction of these bridges was
amazing but simple, raw materials of
wood, vines and leaves all entwined
together for strength…strong enough

to hold a man and his donkey.
After finishing the first river, we
headed back into Marrakesh to find
accommodation. It wasn’t as easy as
we thought, it was Easter and all the
hotels were fully booked, luckily after
a few phone calls the drivers told us
that they knew somewhere we could
stay for the night. It turned out to be
the most amazing, mosaic covered,
3 storey house in a secured complex;
the owners had literally cleaned up
and shipped out for the night. That
evening we headed to the Djemma
square for dinner.
The next morning the drivers came
to pick us up and we headed off for
breakfast, there we went through our
plans for that days journey and the
river that we intended to paddle, this
was pretty much the way it went for
the entire trip. Luckily for Karine, the
airport had found her paddles. Our
intended river that day, or at least to
start it, was the AHansel. The journey
took 7 hours over a pass through the
Atlas Mountains, this was meant to
be the “quicker” route that the driver
said he knew!! They dropped us
off underneath Cathedral Rock, we
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gathered our sleeping equipment,
food and clothes for the evening
then ferried our boats and kit to the
other side or the river, this was to be
where we were sleeping that night.
We waved the drivers goodbye and
sat down to a roaring fire and some
wayfarer meals. When you’re stuck in
the middle of mountains with not a
Burger King insight, a wayfarer meal is
fit for a king, best to bulked it up with
some pasta twirls though. Mmmmm!

We woke up to find Mark taking
pictures of Cathedral Rock turning
from dark to golden brown as the
sun rose. After a healthy portion of
porridge, we packed up the boats and
began our journey for that day (and
early night!). Had I known what was
to come, I would have persuaded the
drivers to let me tag along with them!
Maybe could have gone shopping.
We started at 9 am. The AHansel
was the most amazing river, and the
scenery spectacular. It had many grade
3-4 rapids and went through a series
of steep gorges, 44km later you reach
the beginning of the reservoir. Easy
stuff now I thought, it’s only 6km till
the get-out. This run normally takes
2 days to do, and we had passed a
rafting trip who were doing it over 5,
so a piddly 6km would be nothing!!!!
I could see the road in front of me
and just kept paddling and paddling,
the lake got a bit choppy and the
light went into darkness. I was at the
front and could see no sign of anyone
behind me…..I called out to Karine,
who I knew was in second place, and
would hear a faint reply, “that’s fine I
thought, at least we can still hear each
other”. I kept on paddling but seemed
to be getting no-where which was
very tiring and frustrating. I wasn’t sure
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where get out was, so I stopped and
waited for Karine to catch up, I felt a bit
less nervous with the 2 of us together
now. We called and blew our whistles
into the darkness to the others; the
3 of them emerged through the lake
mist. It was a hard slog to the bank
but we had made it, now we only
had to carry the loaded boats up a
muddy thorny embankment to the
road ahead. We got off the river at 8.30
pm. Not knowing where our drivers
were, we were thinking about settling
down for the night on the road side,
but we were saved, a passing motorist
stopped and told us that our drivers
were at his house and after a quick
phone call, they were with us. We
packed up the van and headed off to
find food and accommodation. We all
slept very well that night.

We decided at breakfast that it
was to be a nice relaxing day off the
water. Although, that wasn’t Mark’s
first choice….he had started to tell us
about a nice grade 3 river somewhere
not too far away! Only a 3 hour drive,
with a 4 hour walk in, and we would
hire some donkeys to take our kit
and boats!!!!!!!! All but two faces were
lighting up….and mine wasn’t one of
them. Let’s go shopping…..no, maybe
a visit to those waterfalls Mark had
mentioned before? Sounds better. The
Cascade d’Ouzoud are an amazing
set of waterfalls which literally come
out of the rocks and mud from about
200 feet. We walked down to the
pools below, passing a sign which tells
you about the Barbery Apes that live
around the area, Jay pointed one out
that was sitting at a table at one of
the eateries….I don’t think it was too
impressed with the menu! We walked
to the bottom where you can then get
a spectacular view of the waterfalls
in all their glory. Well worth the visit.
On the way back up we encountered
a mass of barbery apes, they were
in the trees/shrubs which dropped
off quite steeply from the path, one
of them had a baby, which we were
told was only about 10 days old. After
many photo’s we headed off, but wait,
we seemed to be missing Andy and
Mark, after shouting and whistling,
they emerged into sight… it had been
difficult to recognize them with all
their relatives around !!!
We left in search of our next pillow
to put our heads on, after a 5 hour
drive we arrived at a B+B just outside
the town of Khenifra . In the morning
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to cope with its occupancy...
The next day we sat for breakfast,
but Andy and Karine disappeared
with the local ‘Carpet Man’ who had
been hanging around the night
before trying to entice people into the
shop and asking them to sit with his
family. We had heard a few stories of
these ‘Carpet sellers, and they weren’t
good ones. So I finished my minty tea
and rested. I heard my name being
shouted in a Moroccan accent and was
being told to go to the shop as Andy
was to purchase a carpet….oh, no, he’s
sworn to be married to the daughter

we drove to our next river which
was just an hours drive away. The
“Sources d’Oum Rbia is found in the
Middle Atlas Mountains, and emerges
from mineral water springs in the
rocks and has a rather unusual ‘salty’
taste to it. This was to be the most
challenging river in relation to length
and continuous gradient. With a grade
3-4 rapid every fifty yards for the full
15km of paddling, it was hard to take
in the breathtaking scenery as we
hardly had time to take a breath! The
banks are home to turtles bathing in
the sun. It was difficult to get up close
as they would scarper into the water
as soon as they saw the big colourful
object coming towards them,
sometimes they would be piled 3 on
top of each other, this would create an
elaborate departure of the one on top,
performing a triple back somersault
with a double twist formation before
entering the water….. Very impressive!!
Another lengthy drive lay ahead
of us. We travelled across the Middle
Atlas Mountains to Midelt. From the
Lonely planets guide book, be found
our cheap but comfortable sleeping
accommodation. Mark and Heather
were lucky enough to have a roof-top
bedroom with their very own toilet,
unfortunately we had 1 squat toilet
to 7 bedrooms! There were frequent
plunging noises heard as it struggled
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(why was I worried, he could have
spent my life savings!) There, I was to
choose from a fine array of weavery,
at last I got my shopping moment,
be it a few minutes or so….better still
I got a free head scarf too. We were
now to start our 8 ½ hour journey to
Msemrir, taking us into the desert and
up the Dades gorges. We arrived at the
village and found somewhere to stay,
not difficult, as there are only 2 hotels
in the place and it didn’t look like
there were too many visitors booking
in. Before dinner, we went for a walk
into a residential area. We felt like the
pied pipers, with children following
behind us for our short journey around
the village. They were curious of us,
and demand money if we took a
photo of them. It was getting dark
so we checked out our get-in for the
morning and headed back for dinner
and sleep.
Children gathered around the banks
as we set off from the village, the river
was extremely narrow, fast flowing

and the banks covered in plastic
rubbish bags, it was a bit like paddling
a ditch, and a cold one at that. After
a while the river opened up and we
left the village behind, along with all
the children that had followed us.
We were in the Dades gorge. This
was more like it, cleaner water, good
rapids and stunning scenery, oh,
and still no eddies. We came off after
only paddling the top half of the
gorge as it was extremely cold and
all hands were numb, it must have
been the coldest, windiest day of our
holiday. After a wonderful lunch, we
travel to the village of Alt Benhaddou.
Many films have been made here
including “Gladiator” and “Lawrence
of Arabia” and it was home to the
Moroccan equivalent of Pinewood
film studios. No shops though where
we were staying!
We set off at dawn for some sneaky
sight seeing up the local Kasbah.
Quietly we walked through the

labyrinth of alley ways to reach the top.
It was well worth the early morning
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start, the views were breathtaking for
as far as the eye could see. A good way
to work up an appetite for breakfast.
Heading back down we passed a few
sellers, already beckoning us in to see
their wares.
After breakfast we travelled back
towards Marrakesh, over the High
Atlas mountains to the Zate River
valley. We headed up a dirt track to the
get-in, this was, however, the steepest
single track, pot-holed road, unfit for
many vehicles including a mini bus
carrying a heavy load, so we told Andy
to get out ……We travelled for a few
miles or so, not quite knowing if we
were going to make it or be stranded.
We made it. We were told by an old
man on a donkey (top picture) that we
needed a four wheel drive, not of the
car make, but the kind he was sitting
on! He too demanded money for his
photograph, not a bad way to make
a living I thought. The drivers headed
back, and we jumped on the river.
This was to be another eddie-less,
very steep, continuous grade 3 river.
Very enjoyable and quite sociable as
the local women were out doing their
washing, and the men were building
reed dams in the river to direct the
water for their crops, all were very
pleasant and a little surprised to see
a party of kayakers, with a few waves
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and nods of acknowledgement, we
passed by. We came to the get-out
where we were to meet our drivers.
Myself and Heather stayed to look
after the boats, the others headed off
to find Jay and Tarik. While we were
there, 3 young boys came down to
the water with curious looks on their
faces, we spoke in broken French to
them, but realized how little we knew.
They went away, but came back with
a tennis ball, we all stood on the bank
and played catch. It was great. The
others returned, and it was decided
that we would continue the river to
the next bridge. We gave them a mars
bar, and waved goodbye. They were
happy.

We left the area and headed towards
the river N’fiss, on arrival we found that
a dam was in progress and there was

no water in the river.
As it was late
we decided to stay in
the village
and found a rather plush French hotel,
it was a bit pricey, we decided that it
was too much, but then the owner
saw us about to leave and we were
able to agree on a lower price……
bargain, this was a palace, the room
was bigger than an Oxfordshire
bed-sit, and just heaven. Dinner was
excellent, and as it was the first time
we had come across alcohol, it would
have been rude of us not to have a
bottle or two.
We packed up early as this was to be
our last paddling day. Over breakfast,
it was decided that we would go back
and do the, Upper Ourika. Good, I
thought, a nice little relaxed bimble
to end on, maybe do it quick so we
can go shopping. We passed the
original get-in and just kept on going
and going and going, steeper too,
much steeper. Not to sure if I like this!
We stopped in Setti Fatma. The river
was road side, it was also another
eddie-less continuous grade 3 – 4 for
15km. Mark informed us afterwards
that we had entered into creeking
territory. All I knew was that I had
exited my comfort zone then slowly
re-entered half way down when I
had remembered to breath. The river
was very shallow to begin with. I lost
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count on how many times I bashed
the paddles off rocks or hit a sneaky
one hiding just below the surface, full
on concentration was a must, all sight
seeing left for dry land. Soon though,
the river picked up some flow, and
it became a lot easier to manoeuvre
round obstacles and go with the it.
This was getting more enjoyable now.
Again all the local women were out
doing their washing in the river, they
would laugh at us as we went by,
probably seen the fear on our faces
as me and Heather could only look
forward!! Nearing the end of the river
we could see the van and drivers just
down the road, and became a little
too relaxed, this resulted in myself
being pinned against a big boulder
in the middle of the river, I was stable,
and thinking of my next move to try
and get round it, when Heather came
down and ended up side on to me,
facing the opposite direction, she was
heading down a different route, and
she had gone over. With her hitting
the boat, it nudged me just enough
to get round, I looked to see Heather
out of her boat, so shouted to Mark,
in the meantime, I headed round
the corner and got pinned again on
a shallow rock. I was thinking that I
could just get out there as we were at
the get-out , when Andy came round
and managed to stop on a shallow
gravel area above me, he told me to
hang on, and had both of his legs out
of his boat, then Karine came paddling
towards us, banged into Andy, he
banged into me, releasing me from the
rock, but as there were no eddies, he
continued on down, slowly scraping
the side of the bank with his paddle
to stop himself from going down the
next rapid. Luckily I was out of my boat
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and quickly ran to grab him. Heather
was safe, but a little embarrassed as
she had just managed to do a “moonie”
to the local people and to Andy as he
passed her by. She only had enough
hands to hold her boat and paddle,
but unfortunately her trousers came
down whilst she was exiting the boat.
The mini bus was sharing the car
park with 3 rather large camels, a good
photo opportunity to be had, a nice
photo of the camel would have been
ok, but the man told me to get on, so I
did. It’s a rather comfortable ride, but I
doubt the next person to sit on Fatima
would think so…..I had just come off
the river, and was still in my wet gear. A
brilliant day was had by all.
We headed into Marrakesh, and
found our hotel for the night. We had
been a little late in booking but had
managed to get roof-top sleeping
at the Hotel Ali for 40 dirham (£2.50
approx). Bargain. Now it was time
to shop…..yipee. We overlooked
the Djemaa el-fna square; this is the
focal point of Marrakesh. It is home
to jugglers, storytellers, musicians,
and many more entertainers. The
whole place comes alive at night.
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After dinner, we joined the crowds
and wondered through the square,
eyeing the acts and tasting the
sweetest squeezed orange juice for
one last time. We shopped in the
Souqs. Nothing has a price, so be ready
to barter. They say that the cost of
something is what you think it is worth
to you. So if you want it, you may well
pay over the odds, or if you are lucky,
get yourself a bargain. There are too
many shops to look at in one evening,
so a small section was explored before
heading back to the hotel to set up
bed for the night.
In the morning we were woken by
the dawn call to prayer, and sun rise.
We packed up our beds and filled
our bellies. Like clockwork, the drivers
were waiting for us one last time, we
headed to the airport. Karine was
flying back to Paris later that day so we
said our farewell, boarded the plane
and waved goodbye to Morocco.

A big thank you for
paddling with me, to, Andy
Mc, Karine, Mark Rainsley,
and Heather Rainsley.

Please also keep it electronic (as
you all do) we can’t scan and we don’t
type (much!). Looking forward to your
articles.

If you have CDs please send in
to Trasher HQ, 38 Curtis Avenue,
Abingdon, OX14 3UL.
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